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Strong Exciton Binding in Quantum Structures through Remote Dielectric Confinement
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We propose a new type of hybrid systems formed by conventional semiconductor nanostructures with
the addition of remote insulating layers, where the electron-hole interaction is enhanced by combining
quantumand dielectric confinementover different length scales. Because of the polarization charges
induced by the dielectric mismatch at the semiconductor/insulator interfaces, we show that the exciton
binding energy can be more than doubled. For conventional III-V quantum wires such remote dielectric
confinement allows exciton binding at room temperature. [S0031-9007(98)06255-3]

PACS numbers: 78.66.Fd, 71.35.–y, 73.20.Dx, 77.55.+ f
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The electron-hole Coulomb interaction in semicondu
tors leads to bound excitonic states that could play a c
cial role in the next generation of optical devices. Fo
this purpose, however, the binding energyEb must exceed
the thermal energy at room temperature, a condition th
is not yet met in conventional III-V materials. In fact, a
large enhancement ofEb with respect to bulk materials has
been obtained by confining electron and hole wave fun
tions in nanostructures of low dimensionality (quantu
confinement), the most promising type of structures bei
quasi-one-dimensional systems (quantum wires); with
GaAs-based materials, however, the observed values ofEb

are still well below the room-temperature thermal energ
In this Letter we propose an alternative approach to e

hanceEb that combinesquantum confinementwith remote
dielectric confinement.As first pointed out by Keldysh
[1], the electron-hole Coulomb attraction can be grea
enhanced in layered structures with strong dielectric m
match, due to the polarization charge induced at the
terfaces. For conventional semiconductor nanostructu
such as GaAsyAlGaAs- or GaAsyInGaAs-based samples
however, this is a minor effect due to the small diele
tric mismatch between the constituents [2]. On the oth
hand, interfaces between III-V semiconductors and mate
als with very different dielectric constants, such as oxide
are usually very far from the excellent optical quality of th
conventional ones. Our approach is based on the idea
quantum and dielectric confinement can be spatially sep
rated,since they are effective over different length scale
We will show that a very large increase inEb can be ob-
tained in GaAs-based quantum wires by adding remote
sulating layers: these induce strong dielectric confineme
without degrading the good optical properties ensuing fro
quantum confinement.

We consider GaAsyAlGaAs quantum wires (QWI),
where excitonic properties have been studied extensiv
[3]. We focus on QWIs with T-shaped [4] and V-shape
[5] cross sections, which rank among the best availab
samples from the point of view of optical properties
Starting from these geometries, we design hybrid stru
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tures adding oxide layers at some distance from th
QWI. In the new structures, the electron and hole wav
functions are confined by the inner, lattice-and-dielectric
matched GaAsyAlGaAs interfaces; the outer AlGaAsy
oxide interfaces, owing to the strong dielectric mismatc
provide polarization charges, thus enhancing the electro
hole interaction.

To obtain quantitative predictions of excitonic proper
ties in such hybrid structures, an accurate description of t
complex interplay between quantum and dielectric confin
ment is needed. To this end, we have developed a no
theoretical scheme that allows us to treat arbitrary diele
tric configurations, where the low symmetry makes simp
image-charge methods [2,6] not applicable. Furthermor
we adopt a nonperturbative approach for the self-ener
term, which, in principle, is needed to describe strong d
electric mismatch combined with shallow confining poten
tials, as in some state-of-the-art QWIs. The electron-ho
interaction is treated within the conventional approach
the semiconductor Bloch equations, adapted to quasi-on
dimensional (1D) systems [7].

More specifically, for a spatially modulated dielectric
constant esrd the Coulomb interaction between two
charges of opposite sign6e sitting at positionsr and
r0 —our electron-hole pair—is given byV sr, r0d 
2e2Gsr, r0d, whereGsr, r0d is the Green’s function of the
Poisson operator, i.e.,

===r ? esrd===rGsr, r0d  2dsr 2 r0d . (1)

We see that the space dependence ofesrd modifiesGsr, r0d
with respect to the homogeneous case, whereesrd  e0

implies G0sr, r0d 
1

4pe0jr2r0j . This, in turn, gives rise to
significant modifications in the excitonic spectrum; within
the conventional Hartree-Fock scheme, such modificatio
originate from the electron-hole Coulomb matrix elemen
entering the evaluation of the absorption spectrum [7],

V eh
ij  2e2

Z
Fep

i srdFhp
j sr0dGsr, r0dFh

i sr0dFe
j srd dr dr0.

(2)
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Here F
eshd
l denotes the electron (hole) single-particle e

velope function for thel ; kz , n state of the QWI,kz the
wave vector along the wire, andn the subband index.

To study realistic geometries, we find it convenient
cast the problem in Fourier space, following the theoretic
scheme in Ref. [7]. It is easy to rewrite Eqs. (1) and (
(the symbole denotes Fourier transform throughout):X

k00

eesk 2 k00dk ? k00 eGsk00, k0d  dsk 1 k0d , (3)

V eh
ij  2e2

X
k

Fe
ijskd

X
k0

eGsk, k0dFh
jisk

0d , (4)

where F
eyh
lm skd 

R
F

eyhp
l srdeik?rF

eyh
m srd dr. We stress

that, in order to evaluate the Coulomb matrix elements
(4), it is not necessary to solve Eq. (3) for eacheGsk, k0d.
In fact, if we multiply (3) by Fh

jisk0d and sum overk0,
we get a Poisson equation for the “potential”yjiskd P

k0
eGsk, k0dFh

jisk0d [see Eq. (4)] arising from the “source”
Fh

jisk0d, which is solved only once for each pairi, j.
The Green’s functionGsr, r0d also gives rise to a self-

energy term

Ssrd 
e2

2
lim
r0!r

fGsr, r0d 2 GBsr, r0dg , (5)

whereGBsr, r0d 
1

4pesrd jr2r0 j is the (local) bulk solution
of (1). S is a local correction (equal for electrons an
holes) which adds to the confining potential in determinin
the single-particle envelope functionsF

eyh
l . This self-

energy contribution is evaluated within the same plan
wave approach by solving (3) at a set ofk0 [8]: it can be
shown that its Fourier transform is

eSsGd 
e2

2

X
g

∑eGµ
G 1

g
2

, G 2
g
2

∂
2 eGBsG, gd

∏
,

(6)

where eGBsG, gd  ge21sGdyg2 with the definitionsG 
sk 1 k0dy2 andg  k 2 k0 [9].

We first discuss our findings for QWIs obtained b
epitaxial growth on V-grooved substrates (V-QWIs) [5
As a reference sample, we consider a GaAs wire w
AlAs barriers [10], and we add two oxide layers, belo
and above the QWI [see Fig. 1(a)], at a distanceL from
the GaAsyAlAs interfaces [11]. Note that the oxide layer
are characterized by a small dielectric constant that
take equal to 2 [12].

Our results for the V-QWRs are shown in Fig. 1. For th
sample shown in Fig. 1(a), we findEb  29.3 meV, to be
compared with13 meV of the conventional (i.e., with no
oxide layers) structure. Figure 1(a) shows that the orig
of this dramatic enhancement is the large polarizati
of the AlAsyoxide interfaces induced by the hole charg
density [13]; the polarization is larger in the region whe
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FIG. 1. (a) (color) Cross section of a hybrid V-QWI, showing
the interface polarization charge (colors, units of nm21) induced
by the charge-density distribution of the lowest-subband ho
(grey scale, arbitrary units). The profile of the GaAsyAlAs
interfaces is obtained from Ref. [10]; the oxide layers are
L  5 nm from the GaAsyAlAs interfaces. The polarization
charge at the GaAsyAlAs interfaces is multiplied by 3. (b)Eb
versus distance of the oxide layers from the internal interface
L. Solid dots: Full calculation. Solid line: Eq. (7) withL0 
6.56 nm. Dashed line: EnergyE0 of the corresponding con-
ventional structure (no oxide layers). Dotted line: therma
energy atTroom  300 K.

the hole is localized, and is more pronounced at the low
interface, due to the larger curvature. A small polarizatio
charge is also induced at the GaAsyAlAs interface, due
to the small dielectric mismatch. Note that quantum
confinement localizes the wave function well within the
inner interfaces; therefore, the AlAsyoxide interface does
not affect the electron and hole wave functions.

In Fig. 1(b) we show the calculatedEb for selected
values ofL. We also show, for comparison, the calculate
binding energy for the conventional structure,E0, and the
room-temperature thermal energy.Eb is maximum when
the oxide layer is at minimum distance [14],L  0: it
is enhanced by a factor larger than 3 with respect toE0,
and it is well abovekTroom [15]. It is important to note
that Eb decreases slowly withL, and is still significantly
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larger thankTroom at L  6 nm. SinceEb is the result
of the Coulomb interaction of, say, the electron with th
hole and the polarization charge which is excited at
distance,L, we intuitively expectEb to decay asL21,
with a typical decay lengthL0 comparable to the Bohr
radius in the QWI [7]; this, in turn, is of the order of the
confinement length. Indeed, Fig. 1(b) shows thatEb is
very well interpolated by

EbsLd  E0 1
Ebs0d

1 1 LyL0
, (7)

with L0  6.56 nm. Note thatEb crosseskTroom whenL
is as large as 9 nm.

A second type of structures, which have recently a
tracted considerable attention, are the so-called T-sha
wires (T-QWI), obtained by the cleaved-edge overgrow
method [3,4]. The typical sample of our calculations [se
Fig. 2(a)] consists of a T-QWI with GaAs parent quantu
wells (QWs) of the same width, and AlAs barriers. A
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FIG. 2. (a) (color) Same as Fig. 1(a) for a hybrid T-QWI
The QW widths are5.4 nm; the oxide layer is atL  3 nm
from the GaAsyAlAs interface. (b)Eb versus L including
(solid dots) and neglecting (empty dots) the self-energy cont
bution. Solid line: Eq. (7) withL0  7.55 nm. Dashed line:
EnergyE0 of the corresponding conventional structure (no o
ide layers). Dotted line: Thermal energy atTroom  300 K.
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oxide layer is added on top of the exposed surface at a d
tanceL from the underlying QW. Note that, in this case,
an oxide layer is present only on one side of the QWI. A
in the case of the V-QWIs, a strong polarization charg
forms at the AlAsyoxide interface, with a maximum in the
region of the hole wave function confinement. A smal
polarization charge is also present at the GaAsyAlAs inter-
face, peaked around the corners of the intersecting QW
In Fig. 2(b) we show the calculatedEb vs L. The binding
energy for the conventional structure,E0, and the room-
temperature thermal energy are also shown for compariso
As in the case of the V-QWI,Eb is maximum atL  0,
where it is enhanced by a factor of 1.5 with respect toE0,
and decreases slowly withL. AlthoughEb is smaller than
in the case of the V-QWI studied previously, for the small
estL valuesEb is still of the order ofkTroom. It is impor-
tant to note that the reduced effect of dielectric confineme
in the T-QWI sample with respect to the previous exampl
of V-QWI is just due to the presence of a single oxide layer
i.e., geometric effects due to different cross sections pla
a minor role. In fact, despite the very different geome
try, Eb decays withL in the same way in both cases. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), also in the case of T-QWIsEb is very
well interpolated by Eq. (7) withL0  7.55 meV, which
is still of the order of the QWI confinement length. Note
that the above examples of structures are based on st
dard state-of-the-art QWIs that were previously studied i
the literature [4,5], and no particular optimization ofEb

with respect to sample parameters (constituents and/or g
ometry) has been attempted.

Finally, we discuss the effect of the self-energy term
on Eb. We have compared the full calculations discusse
above with calculations performed neglectingSsrd in the
single-particle potential. For the V-QWI we have verified
that the self-energy contribution tends to increaseEb, but
it is so small (,0.2 meV) that the two results cannot be
distinguished on the scale of Fig. 1(b). In the case of th
T-QWIs, on the other hand, the self-energy contributio
is qualitatively and quantitatively different, as can be see
from Fig. 2(b); in this case, in fact, it amounts to,1 meV
at the smallestL, and tends to reduceEb. This is a conse-
quence of the interplay between the dielectric confineme
and the shallow quantum confinement of these structure
this is apparent from Fig. 3, where we compare the electro
and hole single-particle wave functions calculated neglec
ing [Fig. 3(a)] and including [Fig. 3(b)] the self-energy
term. The self-energy potential [Fig. 3(c)] inside the GaA
layer pushes the electron and hole wave functions awa
from the oxide layer; because of the different masses an
shallow confining potentials, such shift is different for
electrons and holes, and the overlap is diminished, there
reducingEb.

In summary, we have developed a theoretical schem
that allows us to include dielectric confinement and
self-energy effects in a full three-dimensional descriptio
of correlated electron-hole pairs [16]. Our calculation
4997
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FIG. 3. Lowest-subband electron and hole charge densities fo
a T-QWI with L  0 (see inset), neglecting (a) and including
(b) the self-energy potentialSsrd shown in (c). All curves are
calculated along the white line shown in the inset.

show that a dramatic enhancement of the exciton bindin
in GaAs-based quantum structures is made possible b
remote insulating layers, bringingEb in the range of the
room-temperature thermal energy. This enhancemen
scales slowly with the distance of the insulating layer
from the quantum confinement region, thus allowing one
to design nanostructures that should be compatible wit
excellent optical efficiency. Dielectric confinement by re-
mote insulating layers is predicted to be a novel powerfu
tool for tailoring excitonic confinement in semiconductor
nanostructures.
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